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OUR	PROMISE

			

We	understand	that	weeding	out	the	inferior	landscape	companies	can

be	a	daunting	task.	It’s	possible	that	you’re	weary	of	even	starting

because	you’ve	been	utterly	disappointed	in	the	past	by	uninspired

designs	or	poor	craftsmanship.	Or	maybe	the	experience	was	just	too

fraught	with	headaches	to	do	over	again.	At	Whispering	Pines,	we

crown	our	creative	vision	and	building	precision	with	a	caring

experience	you’ll	never	forget.	After	all,	you’re	probably	busy,	and	it’s

not	every	day	that	you	get	to	pursue	the	outdoor	space	you’ve	been

dreaming	about.	So	let’s	make	it	enjoyable!	

	403-208-3606	

	info@lennoxltd.com	

	403-277-7109	

Whispering	Pines	is	a	full	service	Landscape	Design

and	Construction	company	providing	quality

complete	design,	construction	and	planting	services

in	the	Calgary	region.	
lennoxltd.comlennoxltd.com



With	over	two	decades	of	experience,

Whispering	Pines	Landscaping	has	established

a	position	as	recognized	craftsmen.	By

challenging	the	status	quo	in	design	and

pushing	the	limits	of	engineering,	we	promise

you	an	abundant	outdoor	living	experience

that	is	way	beyond	ordinary.	
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Take	a	leisurely	stroll	or	drive	through	Calgary’s	finest	neighbourhoods

and	you’ll	notice	that	the	truly	great	homes	combine	urban	architecture

with	comfort	laden	outdoor	living.	What	makes	a	home	stunning	doesn’t

start	at	the	doorstep;	it	begins	at	the	curb	and	extends	to	the	very	edge

of	the	property.	





WELLAND	WAY

FROM	VISION	TO	REALITY
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From

conception	to

completion,

our	experts

worked	with

the	home

owners

through	every

phase	of

construction

to	ensure	all

was	executed

to	perfection

and		their

landscape

dreams	came

true.
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CUSTOM	FEATURES



Gaining	the	most	enjoyment	from

your	home	sometimes	involves

landscape	enhancements	that

make	your	property	absolutely

spectacular.	The	right	custom

feature	can	transform	the

average	yard	into	a	truly	unique

outdoor	space.	From	the	simplicity

of	an	address	boulder	or

children’s	play	area	to	the	affluent

convenience	of	a	multi-purpose

sport	court	or	full-service	outdoor

kitchen,	Whispering	Pines	have

both	the	experience	and

expertise	to	take	your	dream

backyard	from	inception	to

completion.	

					11



Enhance	the	appeal	of	your

property	with	the	timeless	beauty

of	natural	stone.	From	retaining

walls	to	garden	accent	boulders,

landscaping	with	natural	stone

offers	a	great	deal	of	versatility

and	flexibility	in	enriching	and

beautifying	your	outdoor	space.

Whether	you	are	looking	to

improve	the	distinction	and

sophistication	of	your	home	or

prefer	the	combination	of	organic

style	and	functionality,	natural

stone	is	an	excellent	way	to

achieve	your	landscaping	vision.



NATURAL	STONE
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PRECAST	CONCRETE



With	an	explosion	of	styles,	colours,	and	texture	over	the	last	50	years,

interlock	has	really	changed.	Paving	stone	can	add	a	lasting	decorative

element	to	any	yard	because	of	their	beautiful	design	while	providing	a

durable	option	when	properly	installed.	There	are	a	variety	of	choices

available	which	can	be	used	in	a	multitude	of	styles	to	achieve	the

desired	look.	These	concrete	pavers	can	create	paths,	patios,	fire	pit

areas,	and	are	often	used	for	borders	between	grass	and	gardens	to	aid

in	lawn	maintenance.	
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Trees	and	shrubs	are	a	great	investment	with	a	guaranteed	return.

Whether	you	need	one	or	one	hundred…we’ve	got	the	trees	and

shrubs	for	you!	
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Adding	trees	and	shrubs	to	your

property	not	only	provides	natural

beauty	and	privacy,	but	instantly

increases	its	curb	appeal.	We	at

Whispering	Pines	have	worked

closely	with	the	local	nurseries	for

years	to	cultivate	a	strong

relationship	based	on	knowledge

sharing	of	past	experiences	and

recent	findings	from	industry

studies	to	ensure	only	those	plants

with	a	proven	success	rate	are

recommended	to	our	clients.	

					

				TREES	&	SHRUBS	



Installing	a	watering	system

helps	transform	the	grass	into	a

beautiful,	healthy	lawn.

Automated	irrigation	is	not	only

the	most	efficient	way	to	ensure

a	yard’s	proper	hydration	but	it

also	saves	time,	money	and

most	importantly,	water.	

			IRRIGATION	SYSTEMS



Whether	it's	the	construction

of	a	boulder	retaining	wall,

paving	of	an	asphalt

driveway	or	full	scale

grading	of	an	acreage

property,	the	team	at

Whispering	Pines	are

equipped	to	tackle	any

landscaping	job.

EARTHWORKS

				19



The	many	reasons	for	ground	cover	can	vary	from	the	aesthetic	to	the

necessary,	so	we	offer	a	number	of	effective	solutions	based	on	your

specific	needs.	More	often	than	not,	the	installation	of	thick,	healthy	sod

is	what	can	instantly	transform	a	yard	of	bare	dirt	into	a	beautiful,	lush

lawn.	For	our	projects	on	acreage	properties	where	the	area	is

expansive,	an	advanced	seeding	option	(either	Hydro	or	Terra)	may	be

the	best	solution	for	dust	and	erosion	control.	Finally,	an	ideal	organic

and	maintenance-free	resolution	for	both	weed	suppression	and

planting	bed	enhancement	is	an	application	of	shredded	bark	mulch.	

Blown-In	Mulch

Hydroseed	Spraying Terraseed	Applications

Sod	Stripping	and	Replacement

Hand	Seeding

					

					SEED	&	SOD
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Designing	a	plan	for	your	property	should	be	an	exciting	and	enjoyable

experience.	With	a	little	bit	of	planning,	research	and	decision	making,

we	can	help	you	create	the	space	that	most	suits	your	tastes	and	lifestyle.

		

	LANDSCAPING	101
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Make	a	list	to	help	frame	what	is	important.	How	will	the	yard	be	used	for

parties,	gardening,	kids	playing,	privacy,	sun,	shade,	fires	and	access?	

Walk	around	the	neighbourhood	and	take	photos	of	the	yards	you	like

to	spur	the	imagination.

The	internet	is	a	great	resource	for	ideas.	Our	lennoxltd.com	lennoxltd.com	website	has

examples	of	exemplary	work.	Also	check	barkman.combarkman.com,

bluegrassnursery.combluegrassnursery.com,	burnco.comburnco.com	and	expocrete.comexpocrete.com	for	materials.

A	visit	to	the	local	landscape	centre	to	view	the	products	up	close	helps

gain	a	feel	for	colours	and	textures.

Book	a	site	meeting	with	Whispering	Pines	to	discuss	your	vision	and	all

the	possibilities	for	your	yard!		

	

IDEAS	TO	GET	YOU	STARTED									



OUR	PROCESS

At	Whispering	Pines	our	goal	is	more	than	a	perfect	outdoor	living

space.	It’s	about	making	the	whole	experience	a	rewarding	one	for	our

clients.	To	this	end,	we	offer	a	friendly,	open	attitude,	informative

dialogue	and	a	thorough	management	of	the	creation	process.	
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RundlestoneRundlestoneMontana	RainbowMontana	Rainbow

LimestoneLimestone Washed	RockWashed	Rock

Low	maintenance	landscaping	rock	can	serve	many	purposes,	from

solving	drainage	issues	to	lending	textural	appeal	and	it	comes	in	many

different	colours	and	forms.	

Mulch	not	only	looks

and	smells	great	but

it	is	also	a	natural

weed	suppressant

that	reduces	water

loss,	adds	nutrients

to	the	soil	and

insulates	against	the

hot	and	cold.	

Parkland	PlusParkland	Plus Foothills	PremiumFoothills	Premium

Designer	CharcoalDesigner	Charcoal Montane	GardenMontane	Garden

GROUND	COVER
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DESIGNS	FOR	MODERN	LIVING

Your	home	is	your	space	and	you’ve	spent	considerable	time	making	it

your	own.	As	you	look	out	your	window,	you	may	be	wondering	how	to

maximize	it,	extending	the	interior	you	love	so	much	to	the	exterior.	Is

there	a	way	to	take	your	creative	vision	outside	to	make	the	most	of

outdoor	living?	There	is.	It	requires	equal	parts	vision	and	artistry,

craftsmanship	and	precision,	tenacity	and	patience.	When	these	come

together	the	outcome	is	a	functional	masterpiece	that	mingles

sophisticated	design	with	healthy,	rejuvenating	outdoor	living.	



OUTDOOR	ORIGINALS

And	much	like	a	work	of	art,	your	landscape	should	bring	you	pleasure,

year	after	year.	As	the	elements	weather	the	materials	and	the	plants

mature,	a	well-engineered	landscape	endures.	Whispering	Pines	develop

landscapes	that	appreciate	while	you’re	appreciating	them.

It’s	a	well-known	fact	that	what	one	does	with	great	pleasure,	one	does

best.	At	Whispering	Pines,	this	philosophy	lives	at	the	root	of	our	culture	as

a	company.	We	love	creating	singular	outdoor	living	spaces	that	will	truly

become	part	of	the	fabric	of	a	home.	
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ADDITIONAL	SERVICES

Whispering	Pines	provide	a	wide	array	of	landscaping	services	that	can

enhance	the	look	and	appeal	of	your	outdoor	space	as	well	as	raise	the

value	of	your	property.	Through	a	refined	process	and	skilled	project

management,	we	are	able	to	move	from	design	concepts	through	to

their	realization.	Whether	it	is	something	as	basic	as	a	chain-link	dog

enclosure	or	as	sophisticated	as	a	paving	stone	driveway	accented

handsomely	with	an	LED	lighting	system,	Whispering	Pines	succeed	in

offering	superior	landscape	construction	service.	
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